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ABSTRACT

This work presents an assessment of potential advantages of drought tolerance in maize (Zea mays L.) production. A higher water uptake resulting from an enhanced root exploration at deep soil layers seems to be the most promising mechanism. The potential field-level impacts of this mechanism is assessed in two contrasting agroecological areas of the Argentine Pampas using the CERES-Maize model. The soil root growth factor parameter (SRGF) was manipulated to represent a modified maize hybrid with higher density of deep roots. Enhanced root exploration increased maize transpiration and consequently biomass production and yields. Benefits of the modified hybrid tend to be higher under low water availability conditions (low soil water content at sowing and/or rains during crop cycle). Although higher yield responses to root architecture changes were initially expected in the marginal semiarid area (Pilar), the opposite was observed: the average yield increases were 4.7 and 11.7% for Pilar and Pergamino, respectively. The modified hybrid showed lower yields than the current one in approximately 10% of the simulated situations. There were no yield penalties for the modified hybrid in cropping cycles with high water availability. This work shows strong interactions between root architecture and the environmental conditions in which crops are grown that affect potential field-level benefits. We highlight the need for assessing attributes tied to drought tolerance in the context of agroecological conditions in which plants will be grown to identify which drought-tolerance mechanisms might prove effective under different water-stress conditions.

The Argentine Pampas is one of the most important crop production regions in the world. As the majority of crop production of the Pampas is rain fed, most year-to-year changes in production depend on rainfall variability. The Pampas show strong climate variability on inter-annual to inter-decadal scales. The El Niño Southern Oscillation phenomenon (ENSO) is one of the main sources of rainfall variability at inter-annual scales (Goddard et al., 2001; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1989) explaining a significant proportion of yield variability in summer crops (Podestá et al., 1999). Furthermore, a steady increase in late spring to summer rains has been observed in the Pampas since the 1960s (Boulanger et al., 2005; Minetti et al., 2003; Rusticucci and Penalba, 2000). The increase has been particularly marked near the western margin of the Pampas, displacing westward the transition to semiarid regions that represent the boundary of rain-fed agriculture (Berbery et al., 2006). However, some reports suggest a return to drier conditions in the Pampas (Minetti et al., 2003) and recent extreme droughts (Skansi et al., 2009) have heightened stakeholders’ concerns. Although much uncertainty remains regarding the projected paths of future climate, particularly on regional scales and time horizons of a few years (Boulanger et al., 2007) an eventual return to a drier epoch would increase the sensitivity of current agricultural production systems to rainfall amounts and distribution.

Historically, land use in the Pampas included a mixed crop–cattle rotation. During the last few decades, this rotation gradually gave way to continuous agriculture (Paruelo et al., 2005) and, more recently, the rotation of alternative field crops has been somewhat replaced by an increasing trend toward monoculture of soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] (Delvenne et al., 2013; Leguizamón, 2014; Reboratti, 2010). Worries are growing about soybean monoculture and its possible negative impacts on the physical, chemical, biological and socio-economic properties of production systems (Manuel-Navarrete et al., 2009). Maize is the main alternative crop to soybean in the Pampas (Calviño and Monzón, 2009). From an economic viewpoint, maize offers a diversification alternative that helps to reduce economic risks. In turn, maize provides significant amounts of organic C that may enhance the physical and chemical properties of soils. However, maize production is highly sensitive to water deficits during flowering, a critical stage for yield definition (Hall et al., 1992). In the Pampas,
maize flowering (mid-December to early January) coincides with the beginning of austral summer, the period with maximum atmospheric water demand. The availability of maize hybrids capable of maintaining high production levels under water stress conditions would improve the physical and economic results of this crop contributing to its broader use in rotations, with associated benefits to soil structure and system sustainability. Furthermore, although high uncertainty remains about scenarios of future rainfall in the Pampas, drought-tolerant maize hybrids may help sustain current production levels if drier conditions return.

For the purpose of this study, tolerance to water stress is defined as maintenance of productivity and not just as survival (Passioura, 1996, 2012). Understood in these terms, water stress tolerance could be achieved through different eco-physiological processes: (i) increase of transpiration through higher uptake of soil water, (ii) more efficient use of transpired water (i.e., improvement of a crop’s water use efficiency, WUE), or (iii) increase of the efficiency of biomass conversion into yield (i.e., the harvest index) (Passioura, 1996, 2006, 2012).

Robertson et al. (1993) and McKenzie et al. (2009) pointed out that many crops leave available water at the deepest soil layers—event when they are exposed to severe water deficit. Higher water uptake could be achieved through: (i) modification of the plant’s root architecture to increase water uptake from deeper soil layers or (ii) osmotic adjustment that allows a sustained transpiration rate. Previous studies have shown that genotypes with higher water extraction from deep soil layers presented advantages under water stress conditions (Hammer et al., 2009; Jones and Zur, 1984; Jordan et al., 1983; Lorenz et al., 1987a, 1987b; Salih et al., 1999; Sinclair and Muchow, 2001; Wan et al., 2000). Achieving higher root exploration of deep soil layers depends not only on increasing root depth, but also root density at deeper layers, thus allowing higher soil occupancy. In other words, root distribution in the soil should be more vertically uniform, decreasing root density at top layers and increasing it at depth. On the other hand, maize and wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) genotypes with higher osmotic adjustment ability showed greater water uptake and yields under water stress conditions (Chimenti et al., 2006; Morgan and Condon, 1986).

In addition to a higher water uptake, a more efficient use of transpired water may contribute to maintain productivity under water stress conditions. However, the genotypic variability of WUE is usually associated with reduction of water use (the denominator in the WUE formulation) rather than with an increase in biomass production (the numerator) (Blum, 2009). As shown by Rebetzke et al. (2002), WUE improvement of selected wheat lines was due to reduced water uptake during early stages of the crop cycle (i.e., a conservative use of soil water, deferring use to critical reproductive stages), mainly in sites where crops are exposed to terminal droughts and growth depends on soil water stored before sowing (Blum, 2005, 2009). However, when genotypes used by Rebetzke et al. (2002) were tested in stressful environments without terminal droughts, no differences were observed (Condon et al., 2002). Often agricultural regions are not exposed to terminal droughts but rather to uneven rainfalls throughout the cropping cycle (e.g., the Argentine Pampas) (Passioura, 2012). As such, the best strategy for maintaining productivity under water stress conditions may be the increase of water uptake, generally associate to WUE reductions (Blum, 2005).

Finally, the harvest index (HI, the ratio of yield to aerial biomass) is highly dependent on the crop’s partitioning of total available water between (i) pre-flowering (canopy development and potential grain number determination) and (ii) post-flowering (grain set and grain filling) stages (see Fig. 4 in Passioura, 2006). Thus, the pattern of water availability during the crop cycle can affect the HI significantly. Regardless of water distribution throughout the crop cycle, the HI may be reduced by short water stresses during specific stages, since the process of flower fertilization in maize is very sensitive to water stress, as fragile organs like pollen, stigmas, and ovaries are involved (Bruce et al., 2002). Thus, as discussed by Passioura (2006), a short water stress during a critical development stage could reduce crop yield due to induction of infertility, even with a suitable availability of water during the rest of the cropping cycle.

In summary, and in line with other studies (Hall and Richards, 2013; Ludlow and Muchow, 1990; Richards, 2006; Singh et al., 2014; Tardieu, 2012), one of the most promising attributes to enhance drought tolerance in the Pampas is increasing water uptake from deeper soil layers. There are evidences of genes affecting the root architecture of maize (Giuliani et al., 2005). Singh et al. (2010) found differences in root angle between maize hybrids, an attribute associated with root architecture (Kato et al., 2006; Manschadi et al., 2008). Recently, Nagore et al. (2014) found different soil water depletion for deeper soil layers (80–140 cm) among maize hybrids released in different decades in Argentina. Campos et al. (2004) observed that new hybrids appeared to have higher water extraction from deep soil layers than old hybrids. These evidences demonstrate the existence of genotypic variability in the ability to extract water from deep soil layers.

The genes involved in drought tolerance are not completely identified or publicly listed. At the same time, the physiological processes regulated by the genes involved in drought tolerance are not completely known and/or not reported. This information is important to understand under which water-stress conditions the mentioned genes might prove effective (Hall and Richards, 2013), particularly considering likely interactions between physiological processes and the environment (climate conditions and soil) (Passioura, 2012). Many studies have used crop models to assess the impacts on productivity of particular changes in eco-physiological processes or attributes (i.e., transpiration rate, root architecture, rooting depth, stomata conductance, etc.) under water-limited environments (Hammer et al., 2005, 2009; Jones and Zur, 1984; Jordan et al., 1993; Lilley and Kirkegaard, 2011; Manschadi et al., 2006; Sinclair and Muchow, 2001). To our knowledge, there are no studies evaluating how changes in eco-physiological processes or attributes linked to drought tolerance may affect maize productivity under the prevailing environmental conditions in the Argentine Pampas.

The goal of this study was to assess the potential field-level production advantages of changes in maize root architecture to enhance water uptake from deep soil layers under contrasting environmental conditions of the Pampas. To address this goal we performed simulations with the decision support system for agrotechnology transfer (DSSAT) package v3.5 (Hoogenboom
et al., 1999) for two maize hybrids differing only in root architecture. We focused on two contrasting agro-climatic areas of the Pampas with the aim of exploring potential interactions between the modified attribute (root architecture) and the environment (soil type and rainfall levels).

**METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH**

**Maize Model and Changes in Root Architecture**

The CERES-Maize module (Jones and Kiniry, 1986) within DSSAT package v3.5 (Hoogenboom et al., 1999) has been calibrated and validated in many regions of the world, including the Argentine Pampas (Guevara et al., 1999; Mercau et al., 2001). Information required to run this model includes: (i) daily meteorological data (maximum and minimum temperature, daily precipitation, daily solar radiation); (ii) soil parameters (texture, organic matter, bulk density, etc.); (iii) genetic coefficients that describe development and growth processes for the different genotypes; (iv) crop management information (sowing date, genotype, plant density, N fertilization strategy, etc.); and (v) initial soil water and N content.

We used CERES-Maize to simulate growth and development of two maize hybrids: a current hybrid and a hypothetical one with modifications in its root exploration profile. The modified hybrid had higher root density at deep soil layers than the current hybrid. Thus, the two maize hybrids compared had the same genetic coefficients, but differed only in the distribution of roots among soil layers. Differences in root distribution profile were simulated by manipulating one of DSSAT’s soil parameters— the SRGF (unitless) — that determines the aptitude of different soil layers for root growth. An SRGF value must be defined (by the user) for each soil layer. The SRGF is usually defined as a function of depth: SRGF values are higher for upper soil layers. Values used for simulations of this study were determined through an exponential function proposed by Jones et al. (1991):

\[
SRGF = (1 - \frac{ZA}{3})^{WCG}
\]

where \(ZA\) is the depth (m) to the middle of each soil layer and \(WCG\) is a genetic coefficient. From this equation, the lower the \(WCG\) value, the more uniform the root distribution throughout the soil profile. In other words, genotypes with higher \(WCG\) values will have higher root density on upper soil layers. In this study, we set \(WCG\) to 3 for the current hybrid, whereas the corresponding value for the modified hybrid was 0 (zero). The values selected were intended to represent contrasting extremes in root distribution. A \(WCG\) of 2 was recommended by Jones et al. (1991) and used by Mercau et al. (2001) in simulations aimed at validating the CERES-Maize model in the Pampas. Further, Robertson et al. (1993) used \(WCG\) = 3 to simulate grain sorghum \([Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench.]\) growth. In contrast, we defined \(WCG\) = 0 as an interesting extreme value—though not empirically based—to simulate a homogeneous root distribution (i.e., to induce a higher root density at deeper soil layers).

**Cases of Study and Input Data**

Simulations were performed for two sites in the Argentine Pampas with contrasting agro-ecological conditions: Pergamino (Buenos Aires province, 33°56’ S, 60°33’ W) and Pilar (Córdoba province, 31°41’ S, 63°53’ W), representing near-optimal and relatively marginal agricultural conditions, respectively. Pergamino is one of the most productive subregions of the Pampas, whereas Pilar is a semiarid subregion and experiences water stresses more often. Median annual precipitation is 937 mm in Pergamino and 738 mm in Pilar (Podestá et al., 2009). In Pilar, the annual cycle of rainfall has a marked winter minimum that makes summer crops very dependent on spring rains (Ferreya et al., 2001). Daily weather data for the period 1931 to 2006 were used in the simulations for both locations (i.e., 75 cropping cycles were simulated).

We selected a representative soil series for each site: a Typic Arguidoll (Pergamino soil series) for Pergamino and an Entic Haplustoll (Oncativo soil series) for Pilar. Both soils are 2-m deep and thus having a considerable water storage capacity (300 and 292 mm for the Pergamino and Oncativo soil series, respectively) that often helps overcome rain shortages during the growing season. Profile parameters for both series were based on soil survey data and 1:50,000 maps provided by Argentina’s National Institute of Agricultural Technology (INTA).

Genetic coefficients used for simulations correspond to the hybrid Dekalb 682 and were available from our previous research in this area (Bert et al., 2006). This hybrid has been widely used in the Pampas until recently. Crop management strategies are very similar for both sites despite their agroecological differences. Thus, a single typical maize agronomic management was defined for both sites: (i) sowing date: 27 October; (ii) plant density: 7 plants m–2; and (iii) N fertilization rates: 40 kg N ha–1 at sowing, plus 100 kg N ha–1 25 d after sowing. Initial soil N was set to 70 kg ha–1. CERES-Maize does not take into account nutrient limitations other than N and does not consider biological limitations (i.e., weeds, insects, and diseases). To explore different water availability conditions (for the comparison of modified and current hybrids) two contrasting levels of total soil extractable water (EW) at sowing were simulated: 50% (homogeneously distributed throughout the soil profile) and 100%.

**RESULTS**

**Root Architecture and Water Uptake**

The modified hybrid had higher root density than the current hybrid below 100 cm, being more marked in the drier site (Pilar) than in the wetter site (Pergamino); the mean increase in root length density below 100 cm was up to 0.7 in Pergamino and 1 cm cm–3 in Pilar (Fig. 1). There were no noticeable differences in root length density between the two initial extractable water levels (50 and 100% EW\(_{\text{in}}\)). Water uptake was different between both hybrids, and interacted with initial water availability.

The higher root density of the modified hybrid led to a significant increase of water uptake from deeper soil layers in all situations (Fig. 1). Conversely, the modified hybrid tended to show lower water uptake from upper layers, but only when EW\(_{\text{in}}\) was 100%. However, the decrease in superficial water uptake of the modified hybrid was considerably less marked than the corresponding increase from deeper layers.

Simulated changes in root distribution increased total water uptake in most cases (i.e., the accumulated transpiration
throughout the cropping cycle; Fig. 2). Increases in water uptake, however, varied with sites and $E_{\text{Win}}$: uptake increases were higher for lower $E_{\text{Win}}$. Furthermore, uptake increases were higher in Pergamino than in Pilar. The median increase of total water uptake for high $E_{\text{Win}}$ was 6.5 and 2.9% for Pergamino and Pilar, respectively. For low $E_{\text{Win}}$, the increase in water uptake was 12.0% for Pergamino and 7.2% for Pilar.

Differences in total transpiration between Pergamino and Pilar seemed to respond mainly to differences in soil characteristics. We hypothesized that the sandy Pilar soil (Oncativo series) may allow higher root length density and water uptake from deeper layers, even for the current hybrid. As a result, the current hybrid would leave a limited amount of water at depth to be reached by the modified hybrid.

Fig. 2. Cumulative probability of the relative difference in accumulated transpiration (%) between modified and current hybrid for 50% (open symbols) and 100% (solid symbols) initial soil extractable water ($E_{\text{Win}}$) and for Pergamino and Pilar. Each point corresponds to one cropping cycle from the 1931 to 2006 simulated period.

Fig. 3. Extractable water ($E_{\text{W}}$) at maturity for the current hybrid in Pergamino (solid symbols) and Oncativo (open symbols) soil series using Pergamino climate records (for both soil series). Data simulated over 75 yr corresponding to the 1931 to 2006 growing seasons and for different conditions of initial soil extractable water ($E_{\text{Win}}$): 50% of total $E_{\text{W}}$ and 100% of total $E_{\text{W}}$.

Table 1. Mean yield of current and modified hybrid and mean yield differences (absolute and percentage). The differences were calculated as pair differences (modified–current) within each year. Mean calculations came from the 75 yr for each site and extractable water ($E_{\text{Win}}$) combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Pergamino</th>
<th>Pilar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{\text{Win}}$ 50%</td>
<td>$E_{\text{Win}}$ 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean yield of current hybrid, kg ha$^{-1}$</td>
<td>7331</td>
<td>10,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean yield of modified hybrid, kg ha$^{-1}$</td>
<td>8312</td>
<td>11,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean yield difference, kg ha$^{-1}$</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean yield difference, %</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† $E_{\text{Win}}$, initial soil extractable water.
test this hypothesis, we performed simulations using the same climate record (Pergamino) for both soil profiles. The current hybrid tended to consume more water from deeper layers in the Pilar soil than in Pergamino, mainly for low EW\textsubscript{in} (Fig. 3). Consequently, the water remaining at deep soil layers (that could be absorbed by the modified hybrid) tended to be lower in Pilar than in Pergamino.

**Biomass and Yield Effects**

Given the strong link between transpiration and biomass production, in most simulations higher water uptake due to changes in root distribution led to increases in biomass production. These increases, however, varied between locations and with initial extractable water level (Fig. 4). In Pergamino, the mean increases in biomass production were 7.4% for 100 EW\textsubscript{in} and 14.5% for 50% EW\textsubscript{in}, respectively; corresponding values were lower for Pilar (3.4 and 7.0% for 100 and 50% EW\textsubscript{in}). These patterns agreed with simulated water uptake values. The maximum biomass increases reached almost 50% (for low EW\textsubscript{in} in Pergamino) whereas in only one of 75 cropping cycles the relative biomass difference of the modified hybrid was slightly below 0.

Grain yield advantages of the modified hybrid decreased as water availability increased. Mean simulated yields for the modified hybrid were higher than for the current one (Table 1). The differences between hybrids depended on the location and total water availability (EW\textsubscript{in} + rain) (Fig. 5). In Pergamino, mean yield differences were 456 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1} (6.4%) and 921 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1} (17.1%) for high and low EW\textsubscript{in}, respectively. In Pilar, corresponding differences were 192 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1} (2.6%) and 429 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1} (6.7%) (Table 1 and Fig. 4). The highest yield increases were observed in years with low or medium water availability, depending on the site (Fig. 5). In years with higher water availability, yields tend to be similar for both hybrids. However, in Pergamino there were situations with considerable yield increases even under high water availability. The differences between sites may be tied to the lower potential yields of Pilar (maximum yield: 12,500 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1}) in relation to Pergamino (maximum yield: 14,052 kg ha\textsuperscript{-1}). Accordingly, in situations with high water availability other factors rather than water may limit yields in Pilar.

In a small proportion (≈10%) of simulations, root architecture changes led to lower yields for the modified hybrid (Fig. 4). Because biomass production increased in the vast majority of situations (Fig. 4), the yield decrease was due to a reduction in harvest index (Fig. 6). In turn, this reduction was probably associated with water stress during crop stages when yield components (grain number and weight) are defined. Years in which root architecture modification led to yield reductions usually had precipitation in the lowest quintile, particularly in Pilar (Fig. 5).

Additionally, the distribution of precipitation in these years was uneven with higher rainfall during early crop stages (November) and lower rains later in the cycle (data not shown). Thus, abundant rain during vegetative stages allowed production.
roots of the modified hybrid to grow deeper and extract more water from deeper layers than the current hybrid. Early depletion of deeper soil water, together with low precipitation during the reproductive stages, led to higher water stress during critical yield generation periods, therefore reducing the harvest index for the modified hybrid. Indeed, for those situations where the modified hybrid had lower yield than current one, mean soil water content at the end of silking stage was 36.4 and 37.5% lower for the modified hybrid than for the current one in Pilar and Pergamino, respectively. Moreover, for those situations the mean value of the water stress index for growth (an output parameter from CERES-Maize) of the beginning of grain filling period was 8.1 and 8.7% higher for the modified hybrid than for the current one in Pilar and Pergamino, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

Important progress has been made recently in the genetic improvement of drought tolerance in maize. Given growing demand for food and energy, and increased concerns about increased climate variability and change, seed companies likely will continue to invest on enhancing drought tolerance during coming years (Tollefson, 2011). However, the physiological attributes that determine drought tolerance and, in particular, how these attributes interact with the environment still are insufficiently known. A higher root exploration of deep soil layers seems to be a promising mechanism to improve drought tolerance (Hall and Richards, 2013; Ludlow and Muchow, 1990; Richards, 2006; Singh et al., 2014; Tardieu, 2012). For this reason, we simulated a maize hybrid with higher density roots of the modified hybrid to grow deeper and extract more water from deeper layers than the current hybrid. Early depletion of deeper soil water, together with low precipitation during the reproductive stages, led to higher water stress during critical yield generation periods, therefore reducing the harvest index for the modified hybrid. Indeed, for those situations where the modified hybrid had lower yield than current one, mean soil water content at the end of silking stage was 36.4 and 37.5% lower for the modified hybrid than for the current one in Pilar and Pergamino, respectively. Moreover, for those situations the mean value of the water stress index for growth (an output parameter from CERES-Maize) of the beginning of grain filling period was 8.1 and 8.7% higher for the modified hybrid than for the current one in Pilar and Pergamino, respectively.

**Discussion of Main Findings**

Most of our results showed advantages for the modified hybrid: the enhanced root exploration of deep soil layers increased maize transpiration (i.e., water uptake), biomass production and, ultimately, grain yield. However, we also found strong interactions between root architecture and the environmental conditions in which crops are grown. We found that the performance of the modified hybrid during water stress depended on total water availability (soil water content at sowing plus rainfall during the cropping cycle) and sites. In the following paragraphs we examine these results in the context of the main findings from related studies.

The performance under water stress of the modified maize hybrid varied with total available water. We found higher advantages of the modified hybrid when soil water availability at sowing and/or rains during the cycle was scarce (Fig. 4 and 5). These results are consistent with other studies. For example, sorghum simulations made by Singh et al. (2014) suggested that yield increases due to modification of root attributes depended on the amount and distribution of rainfall, and on the water retention properties of the soil. Manschadi et al. (2006) showed higher yield differences between two wheat cultivars differing in soil root exploration with low initial soil water contents. Conversely, Lilley and Kirkegaard (2011) observed that increased wheat yield due to root changes were smaller in situations where the preceding land use resulted in a drier soil profile at sowing. Accordingly, the advantages of a modified root architecture depend not only on the total amount of water stored in the soil, but also on the distribution of that water throughout the profile. Hammer et al. (2009) suggested that soils with low or median amounts of stored water usually have little water at depth, thus limiting the advantages of a deeper root exploration.

There were not yield differences between the modified and current hybrids in years with high precipitation levels. This pattern coincides with experimental results by Chimenti et al. (2006) that demonstrated the absence of penalty of the modified attribute. However, the yields of the modified hybrid were lower than for the current one in about 10% of simulated situations. Such reductions responded to decreases in HI probably as a consequence of specific water stress during critical crop stages. The lower yields of the modified hybrid were particularly noticeable in low precipitation cropping cycles with most rain events concentrated in early vegetative crop stages. The higher root exploration of the modified hybrid lead to more water consumption during early crop stages leaving less water for critical reproductive stages. Similar results were observed for two wheat cultivars with difference in drought tolerance due to different soil root exploration (Manschadi et al., 2006) or with faster root descent and/or more effective water extraction in the subsoil (Lilley and Kirkegaard, 2011).

The performance under water stress of the modified maize hybrid also varied with site. We had originally hypothesized that changes in root architecture would have greatest advantages in the marginal semiarid area (Pilar). Surprisingly, the opposite pattern was found. These apparently counterintuitive results reinforce the notion that any assessment of the field-level advantages of new genotypes must, unavoidably, consider the complex interactions between modified attributes and the environment in which plants will be grown. Our simulations showed that higher drought tolerance linked to deeper root exploration would be more
useful in situations where current maize hybrids leave unused water at depth (Fig. 1), as proposed by Hammer et al. (2009). We observed that the current hybrid left more water in deep layers in Pergamino than in Pilar—possibly due to soil water dynamics in the sandy Pilar soils that allow higher root exploration and water consumption at deep soil layers for the current hybrid—thus allowing higher yield increases due to root architecture changes (+11.7 and +4.7% for Pergamino and Pilar, respectively).

In summary, our results reinforce the argument by Hall and Richards (2013) that genotype × environment interactions should be known to design effective selection strategies for genetic improvement. Additionally, we stress that these interactions have implications on the field-level advantages of a modified genotype and, therefore, should be known by the final users (i.e., farmers) to identify field situations in which the adoption of the genotype may enhance productivity. In the next subsection we discuss the main implications of our findings for agricultural production in rain-fed areas.

**Implications of the Main Findings**

A modified root architecture would make limited sense as a mechanism to improve drought tolerance when the amount of deep soil water is low (e.g., as a consequence of consumption by a previous crop or weeds, or low rainfall during fallow) (Hammer et al., 2009; Lilley and Kirkegaard, 2011). Additionally, the higher extraction by modified hybrids could leave lower soil water levels for the subsequent crop (unless fallow rains are sufficient to recharge the soil fully). This reinforces the importance of understanding the interactions between the attribute conferring drought tolerance and the environmental conditions, including preceding and subsequent crops.

The decision to use a “drought tolerant hybrid” (with higher root exploration) should be taken not only in response to predictions of low rain (e.g., from seasonal climate forecasts), but also after monitoring the level and distribution of soil water content at sowing. While current climate forecasts still have considerable uncertainty, soil water and its distribution can be easily measured or estimated before sowing. Moreover, the higher yield response found in situations with low $\text{EW}_{\text{min}}$ demonstrates that changes in root architecture not only would enhance yield in low precipitation seasons, but also would reduce the risks of sowing on soils with dry upper layers but with available water at depth that is not reached by actual hybrids.

The absence of yield reductions under favorable conditions of water availability would foster the adoption of drought-tolerant related technologies; the farmers would not show regret by having chosen a drought-tolerant hybrid (likely to be more expensive) even if rainfall during the cycle turns out normal or above normal. However, the yield reductions observed in seasons with low and unevenly distributed rains could discourage the use of maize hybrid with higher density of deep roots. Although this is not a frequent rainfall pattern in the Pampas—note that only 10% of simulated situations led to yield reductions—this finding should be carefully considered in agricultural regions with terminal droughts.

Our simulations assume that root growth is not limited by any physical or chemical factors. Nevertheless, it would be necessary to assess the performance of simulated hybrids in soils with different limitations to root growth. Some soils in the Pampas present impedances to normal root growth (e.g., thaptic horizons or, in extreme cases, petrocalcic horizons). Under such conditions, the potential advantages of changes in root architecture may disappear. Additionally, the CERES-Maize model assumes that roots are uniformly distributed in the horizontal dimension. However, Arguidolls and Hapluderts soils are known for their swelling and cracking characteristics that may result in root clumping (i.e., non-uniform root distribution on the horizontal plane). This characteristic also restricts the ability of roots to extract water and nutrients due to limited proliferation into the surrounding soil (Dardanelli et al., 2004; Passioua, 1983, 1996).

The abandonment of ecologically-sound crop rotations and the increasing trend toward soybean monoculture in the Argentine Pampas is raising concerns about the sustainability of production systems (Manuel-Navarrete et al., 2009). In this context, maize offers an attractive diversification alternative with potential benefits for several soil attributes. However, agriculture in the Pampas is almost entirely rain fed, and maize is extremely sensitive to water deficits. Our results showed that higher root exploration of deep soil layers may enhance drought tolerance in maize. The availability of maize genotypes able to maintain production levels under water stress would provide competitive advantages to this crop under drier scenarios of future climate in the Pampas. However, our study showed that the potential yield advantages of this attribute are unevenly expressed throughout different agroecological conditions, and that the highest benefits of higher density of deep roots do not necessarily appear in near marginal areas.

**CONCLUSION**

This work showed that a higher root exploration of deep soil layers may increase maize transpiration, biomass production and grain yield under low water availability. Consequently, hybrids with higher root density on deep soil layers may enhance maize tolerance to water stress in rain-fed agricultural systems. These results suggest that root architecture may be considered as a promising attribute to enhance drought tolerance in breeding programs. However, we showed that strong interactions between root modifications and the field conditions in which plants are grown affect the likely field-level yield advantages of drought-tolerant genotypes. We highlight the need for assessing attributes tied to drought tolerance in the context of agroecological conditions of the target production systems. This assessment will allow to identify which drought-tolerance mechanisms might prove effective under different water-stress conditions.
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